
ProKlean GreaseKlear is an all natural grease 
removing concentrate containing powerful probiotics 

which wipes away the grease, leaving behind a 
sparkling surface. It also neutralises toxic substances and 

heavy pollutants apart from eliminating odour.

www.proklean.in

Destroy Grease.
Not The
Environment.
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GreaseKlear
Probiotic Kitchen Degreaser



• Totally Hygienic: Proklean GreaseKlear suppresses 
pathogens and other harmful bacteria resulting in 
a hygienic kitchen.

• Effective Cleaning: It cleans by breaking down 
stubborn fat particles and thus makes the surface 
grease-free for a longer time

• Improves efficiency of cleaning by breaking down 
grime, grease and dirt thereby preventing 
redeposition

• Descales metal areas
• Natural and chemical free - better for the 

environment

Benefits Tech Specs
Physical Form

Colour

Odour

Operating Range

Effective Substance

Stability To 
Electrolytes

pH

Biodegradable

Storage

Safety Precautions

Liquid

Light Ivory to Dark Ivory* 

Sweet, Fermented

2.50 - 14.00 pH, 1°C to 140°C

A consortium of biochemicals 
derived from Probiotics

Stable to electrolytes used in 
textile operations

2.7 < V < 3.5

Readily Biodegradable

Store at room temperature; do not 
freeze

Non-hazardous, does not require 
any protective equipment for 
handling  

Note: The data above is based on our current knowledge, experience and tests conducted. 
Processors are however requested to carry out their own tests.
*Minor variation in color could occur due to organic nature of the raw material used.

GreaseKlear
Probiotic Kitchen Degreaser

Application
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

For surfaces with heavy grease and grime: Spray GreaseKlear 
undiluted and wait for a few minutes. Then clean with a wipe, 
sponge or scouring pad.

For regular cleaning: Dilute 6 capfuls in 250 ml of water (1 part 
in 5 parts of water) and spray on the surface to be degreased. 
Wait for a few minutes and clean with a wipe, sponge or 
scouring pad.


